boat names and marine decals

Instructions for the application of large
graphics and boat names
1. Clean surface thoroughly to ensure no
grease or dust present.

4. Using the top masking tape as a hinge, raise
the graphic enough to cut between each
letter, keeping the tape in position.
5. Now, on the first letter, raise the letter and
very carefully remove the protective paper.
Take particular care that no parts of the
letter come away with the protective layer.
Dots of the ‘i’ and thin letters can be
vulnerable.
6. Using a squeegee, starting from the top,
carefully press the graphic into place,
keeping the bottom away from the surface
as you slowly work downwards, ensuring air
bubbles are removed.
7. Now remove the top protective layer
carefully, from the bottom up, ensuring the
graphic is not lifted from the surface as you
do so.
8. Leave the tape ‘hinge’ in place, repeat this
process for each letter.
9. Eliminate any air bubble with a pin and
move the air out with your finger or
squeegee.
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3. Check position, adjust if necessary until you
are satisfied that you have the graphic in the
precise position you require.
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2. Carefully tape the graphic to the exact
position, using masking tape along the top
only.
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For smaller graphics, it may be easer to apply
as described overleaf
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boat names and marine decals

Instructions for the application of small graphics
and boat names
1. Clean surface thoroughly to ensure no
grease or dust present
2. Tape the graphic into position with
masking tape as shown.
3. Measure and adjust location of the
graphic.
4. When you have the graphic in the
position you desire, tape down the
centre of the graphic.
5. Lift one side of the graphic and
separate the application tape from the
backing paper. Using scissors, cut away
that half of the backing paper.
6. Hold the application paper away from
the surface, keeping it slightly slack and
squeegee outward from the centre .
Press firmly using overlapping strokes.
7. Discard centre strip of masking tape
and lift remaining side of graphic.
Remove the backing paper and
squeegee outward from the centre.
8. Squeegee the entire graphic again
pressing hard.
9. Remove the application tape by
pulling it back over itself.
10. Eliminate any air bubble with a pin
and move the air out with your finger or
squeegee.

For larger graphics, it is better to apply one letter at
a time. See instructions overleaf
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